NC 795 SERIES 2

Overall Length

26’ 8”

NEW

Beam

9’ 3”
*Weight

**without engine

4,747 lbs
1

Draft

engine up

1’ 10”
Deadrise

18º
Fuel Capacity

74 US Gal
Water Capacity
2

26 US Gal
Berths

4
Cabins

1
CE Category

1. SERIES 2 HAS ARRIVED The new traditional V-shape hull provides
stability and excellent performance. The bow is higher allowing for more
volume inside. Now available with a 250 HP outboard engine, the NC
795 Series 2 is ready for all adventures and comes equipped with an
optional roof rack.
2. EASY ON AND OFF Access to the boat can be via the oversized swim
platforms or a side boarding gate on starboard. The outboard engines
can be raised completely out of the water without losing seating space
in the cockpit. The aft cockpit bench can slide forward allowing you to
enjoy the space.
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Engine Power

200 Hp
2

250 Hp

*Weight will vary depending on engine option
**Weight is the standard boat without options
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3. SPACIOUS COCKPIT The outdoor space was designed for
coastal cruising. The optional U-shaped cockpit is spacious and
convertible into a sunpad. Both port and starboard benches fold
up and have storage beneath for a cooler.
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4. INCREDIBLE VOLUME The salon is bright and open with air
condition options: (1) 8,000 BTU on shower power, (2) 8,000 BTU
on shower power plus on inverter with lithium batteries. This
allows you to extend your boating season in both hot and
cold months, and run air conditioning away from the dock.
5. GALLEY The starboard galley is available with double sinks,
numerous storage compartments, compatible gas stove or an
optional luxury galley with a black countertop and cooktop.
6. SALON SEATING To port there is dinette seating for two. The
forward seat doubles as a copilot bench seating and can pivot
facing forward while underway. There is also a large storage
compartment underneath the salon seating.
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7. LOWER DECK Down below, there is a double v-berth, head
and shower compartment with optional seating and water heater.
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